Thesis reflection
I have enjoyed this project more than any project before. The guidance and by the tutors have been excellent since they fully trusted in my ability to finalize a project though my working methods are unconventional, as it seems.

I have learned that it is no meaning in keeping on working with a project that doesn’t fly.

I have learned that waiting to establish the parameters of a project things until the last minute and taking good care of those minutes is a good thing.

By this way one can keep the doors upen for a good change to take place, instead of thoroughly establishing the bad choices or unfulfilling turns made earlier, based on insufficient analysis due to a lack of true premises and on false assumptions.

I have also learned how to construct a wooden house in detail. I feel very confident thanks to these experiences and can’t wait to start building my own houses. Small ones to begin with. Very small. 😊

I once again want to thank my great tutors Paul Röjgård Harryan and Alexis Pontvik, for the confidence they have showed me. Without their kind of guidance there wouldn’t have been much to the project. I will take this great experience and this great knowledge that I have gained, with me int all future work.

I feel as If I got the hang of something, unclear what, but the bigger picture merged with the smaller, and all my own agendas vanished in favor for a possible true perception.
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